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Children of War, also known as The Bastard Child, is a 2014 Hindi drama film directed by Mrityunjay Devrat. The film released on 16 May 2014 in India. The film stars Pavan Malhotra, Raima Sen, Tilotama Shome, Indraniel Sengupta, Faroque Sheikh, Shatrunjay Devrat, Riddhi Sen, Rucha Inamdar, and Victor Banerjee. Filmed in India with similar characters and places mimicking Bangladesh, The Bastard Child is an Indian movie based around the 1971 Bangladesh Liberation War. In a fading Georgia town, a community recalls its dark past and faces a grim present. Stream it now on GPB.org. TV Schedule. 1. Discuss why African Americans believed they had to prove themselves and what they wanted to prove by fighting in the Civil War. Come to a class consensus about their success in doing so. Vocabulary. conscription: the draft; a government act requiring men to enlist in the military proclamation: a formal announcement (from "proclaim") demoralize: to weaken one's spirit menial: tasks associated with drudgery; repetitive, dull labor. For Teachers. Discussion Guide. 1. Why was a regimental flag so important to soldiers? Here, the regimental flag is described as the "soul of t